Workflow development for targeted lipidomic quantification using parallel reaction monitoring on a quadrupole-time of flight mass spectrometry.
Advances in high-resolution mass spectrometers with faster scanning capabilities and higher sensitivities have expanded these instruments' functionality beyond traditional data-dependent acquisition in targeted metabolomics. Apart from the traditional multiple reaction monitoring strategy, the parallel reaction monitoring (PRM) strategy is also used for targeted metabolomics quantification. The high resolution and mass accuracy of full-scan (MS1) and tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) scan result in sufficient selectivity by monitoring all MS/MS fragment ions for each target precursor and simultaneously providing flexibility in assay method construction and post-acquisition data analysis. In this study, using an orthogonal quadrupole-time of flight liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry system (QTOF LC-MS), we investigated the applicability of a large-scale targeted lipidomic assay using scheduled PRM. This method monitored 222 lipids belonging to 15 lipid species in serum. Robustness, reproducibility, and quantitative performance were assessed using chemical standards and serum samples. Finally, we demonstrated the application of this PRM-based targeted metabolomic workflow to systemic lupus erythematosus, a severe autoimmunological disease. Results showed that 63 lipids belonging to 11 lipid species were significantly changed. In summary, at the first time, a robust targeted lipidomic workflow was established using PRM acquisition strategy on a Q-TOF platform, providing another powerful tool for targeted metabolomic analysis.